Alternative Spelling for ‘r’: wr
Missing Letters and Missing Words

Fill in the missing letters to create words with the ‘wr’ sound.

_ _ite  _ _ong
_ _eck  _ _en
_ _ap

Fill in the missing letters to create words with the ‘wr’ sound.

The _____ is making its nest.

George must _____ his presents before Christmas.

I hope I don’t get too many answers _____ in the quiz.

Mohammed likes to _____ stories about superheroes.

“Let’s swim down and look at the ship______,” said Aneesha.
The wren is making its nest.

George must wrap his presents before Christmas.

I hope I don’t get too many answers wrong in the quiz.

Mohammed likes to write stories about superheroes.

“Let’s swim down and look at the shipwreck,” said Aneesha.